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                                                                Maximising purpose in outdoor educational spaces
April 2024 - Well-designed, high-quality outdoor spaces within school, college, and university grounds hold equal significance to their indoor counterparts in enhancing the overall educational journey, fostering positivity, engagement, and fulfilment. But what are the
Read More
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            creating outdoor spaces together

            Bailey Street Furniture Group is a privately owned collection of individual companies serving the construction sector, providing a wide range of street furniture, playground elements and associated services to the public realm, commercial and educational schemes throughout the UK.
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                    URBAN DESIGN + BUILD EXPERTS

                    Designers, manufacturers and installers of street furniture, canopies and shelters, we pride ourselves on being the go-to experts that can offer you more.
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                    ARCHITECTURAL + WORLD CLASS STREET FURNITURE

                    At the cutting edge of integrated landscape design, our mission is to supply the world's most aspirational and design-led street furniture products.
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                    PLAYGROUND + SPORTS EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

                    A leader in the play industry, working closely with councils, education departments & sporting bodies to bring tough and versatile playground & sports equipment.
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                    VALUE DRIVEN STREET FURNITURE + CYCLE PARKING

                    Guaranteed high-performance, durable products, offering the best value, and an all-round service that we are happy to stand behind.
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                    INNOVATIVE CYCLE STORAGE + TURNKEY PROJECTS

                    Transforming cycle storage facilities with design-led premium products, bespoke solutions, state-of-the-art technology and a focus on security & sustainability at our core.
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                        Bailey Streetscene's bespoke solutions elevate accessibility and aesthetic appeal at Stirling Station Gateway Development. >>
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                        PLATEAU takes a new, modern approach to urban seating. This Scandinavian design fits into any type of architecture with its soft, human shapes and clean, nordic colour palette. >>
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                         Street Furniture Direct have a selection of products that are perfect for getting out in the garden during the summer-  From fire pits to outdoor kitchens to classic picnic tables >>
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                        Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) design which is by far the best available.  It’s all about how they’re engineered >>
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                        Certified Cycle Parking CPDs from Cyclepods will guide you on which storage solutions are best for different environments, and how to maximise use and effectiveness. Book now >>
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                        Canopies & Walkways made to the highest possible standards - ideal for a wide variety of purposes including outdoor classrooms, play/waiting areas, courtyard covers, entrance canopies and walkways >>
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                        Introducing the Strata Beam expansion, a modular take on our popular Strata Beam family of benches and tables >>
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                        Street Furniture Direct Offer the widest range of bollards. Available in a variety of styles, finishes and materials - We pride ourselves on 48hrs delivery for all our stocked bollards >>
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                        Trim-trails from AMV Playgrounds create an agility course that can be tailored to suit the age group, flooding the senses with a range of skills including balance, strength, climbing, stretching and co-ordination >>
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                        Cyclepods are at the forefront of Cycle Hub design and installation. With installations across the UK. Absolutely everything required for a fully operated Cycle Hub from; CCTV to solar lighting, swipe card access to green roofs >>
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                        A complete suite of impact tested street furniture to IWA 14-1 standards - Offering security & protection to pedestrians and urban infrastructure while enhancing the aesthetic value of the space.>>
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                         lluminating Quayside, Newcastle with Vibrant Loop Benches by Artform Urban Furniture. >>
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                        In higher density areas such as city centres where space is at a premium, SFD have a number of effective space saving cycle parking options. Ideal for basements and carparks. Double the space you have available for Bikes >>
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                        Popular for recreational use within schools, public parks, retail locations and camp sites, AMVs range of table tennis tables are specifically designed for long term outdoor use and permanent installation >>
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                        Cyclepods offer a range of secure and stylish products that provide maximum bike protection for public locations and open spaces, where bike security is a concern >>
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                        An exclusive range of unified concrete seating and planter elements that merge to form an infinite array of possibilities>>
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                        A range of 100% recycled outdoor seating, dining & planting elements - Offering a sustainable alternative for street furniture in urban environments   >>
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                        Standard Cycle Shelters are designed to complement any location or environment providing weather resistant and secure cycle storage that will promote cycle usage >>
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                        Playground markings can be small traditional games, handy educational markings, and even large sports pitches. The markings come in a range of colours and are suitable for all ages >>
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                        Bike detection, cycle monitoring, remote security solutions, CCTV and access control systems. Cyclepods  are at the forefront in creating the industry’s future >>
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            Bailey Street Furniture Group Ltd |  First Floor |  Juniper Place | Fircroft Way | Edenbridge |  Kent | TN8 6EL | United Kingdom        

        
            Tel: +44 (0)1625 322 888
            |
            enquiries@bsfg.co.uk
        

		
            GDPR & Privacy Policy
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            Terms & Conditions of Sale
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